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Abstract. This study describes first usage of a particular implementation of 
Normalized Compression Distance (NCD) as a machine translation quality 
evaluation tool. NCD has been introduced and tested for clustering and 
classification of different types of data and found a reliable and general tool. As 
far as we know NCD in its Complearn implementation has not been evaluated 
as a MT quality tool yet, and we wish to show that it can also be used for this 
purpose. We show that NCD scores given for MT outputs in different languages 
correlate highly with scores of a state-of-the-art MT evaluation metrics, 
METEOR 0.6. Our experiments are based on translations between one source 
and three target languages with a smallish sample that has available reference 
translations, UN’s Universal Declaration of Human Rights. Secondly we shall 
also briefly describe and discuss results of a larger scale evaluation of NCD as 
an MT metric with WMT08 Shared Task Evaluation Data. These evaluations 
confirm further that NCD is a noteworthy MT metric both in itself and also 
enriched with basic language tools, stemming and Wordnet. 
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1 Introduction 

Automatic evaluation of machine translation program output has been developed and 
used for about a decade. As a result of work done we have now available several MT 
evaluation systems or metrics, such as BLEU [1], NIST [2], METEOR [3], IQMT [4] 
and a few dozen of others not mentioned here. Most of the evaluation metrics are 
based on similar features, e.g. use of string level comparison of texts, recall and 
precision of translations, different penalty scores etc. Many of the programs have a 
quite high degree of correlation with human judgements of translations and they have 
been a valuable tool in making especially the statistical MT systems better. 

It is also well known that all the present MT evaluation programs have limitations. 
They may, e.g., be language dependent, i.e. they need to be tuned for specific 
language pairs to be able to perform or use language specific tools (stemmers, 
Wordnets). Also more severe concerns about MT metrics have been stated. Callison-
Burch, Osborne and Koehn [5] showed in a detailed analysis that BLEU's coarse 


